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Faces

(Arcok)

Forms

(Formák)

2+

WORLDS OF COLOUR series
fully illustrated picture book
Author: Fruzsi Kun
165x165 mm, hardcover, 32 pages,
Published: 2012 Summer

Fruzsi Kun’s bright books are just the thing
for little hands to hold and this one introduces young children to the world of faces.
Bigger kiddies have tricky tasks to complete that include questions and talking
about feelings, and reading simple words.

Milyen Más forMákat látsz Még a képen?
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“Playing and learning with kids”
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Great! I’ve got glasses!
(Juhhé, szemüveges lettem!)

3+

It’s on
the list of The
White Ravens
2012!

“

Your parents take you to the op
tician’s every now and again to
see if you can see okay.
They show you all kinds of pictures and if
the little car looks more like a house to you,
you’ll probably be given glasses to wear.
Picture book
Author: Ancsa Hohol
Illustrator: Tibor Kárpáti
32 pages, hardcover
Published: 2012 Autumn
“A story for young ones with specs”
Junior’s got to wear glasses – lots of parents are forced to face this new dilemma
but they often don’t know how best to
handle it. That’s because most kids are
far from delighted by the idea of wearing
windows on their face. We have looked at
all sides of speccie life in this little book
and it very soon turns out that it ain’t anywhere near as bad as it first seemed.

Ancsa Hohol’s story isn’t just a funny read,
it helps you to handle things and take a
different view of the world when a child is
given glasses to wear. It’s a fun-filled adventure for a kid and their parent to share
and teaches them both that glasses can
be worn with pride and joy!
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3-9

“

Balaton Explorer

A summer storm blows up on
the shores of Lake Balaton,
creates havoc at the campsite,
and carries the kids’ possessions to vari
ous points around this lovely lake. Come
on a colourful trek to track down all the
bits and bobs that have been blown away:
50 objects to find in 12 locations, all illustrated with humour by Éva Pikler.
And it can happen and can be read anywhere in the world, around a big lake...

concept and illustrations: Éva Pikler
picture book
length: 32 pages
format: hardback, A4
published: summer 2013
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Budapest Explorer
2+

“

picture book
concept and illustrations: Róza Schmal
length: 32 pages
format: hardback, A4
published: summer 2012

Those naughty monkeys have
escaped! Follow them around
the beautiful city of Budapest,
and help their handlers find them. The
chase starts at dawn and lasts until late
at night, as it takes us from Budapest
Airport to the Railway Station, from the
bridge to the hill, from the Castle District to
City Park, and from the Transport Museum
to the Amusement Park until the monkeys
find their way back to their home in Budapest Zoo...
12 locations in the busy city! And while
you’re trying to find the monkeys, see if you
can spot a couple of hedgehogs, a squirrel, two little girls in spotty dresses, a little
boy throwing a paper aeroplane, and a
clown! Where could they be?
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Marton and Mitzy at the fire station
and Marton and Mitzy at the garage
(Márton és Micike az autószerelő műhelyben és márton és micike a tűzoltóknál)

5+

fully illustrated,
educational picture book
two stories in one book
writer: Róbert Winkler
illustrator: András Baranyai B.
hardcover, 32 pages
published: December 2013

BOYS
IN ACTION
SERIES
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“

Ask any little boy where he’d
scenes in a garage, where they learn what
most like to take a look around,
spanner goes where, and what to do with
and a fire station and gaa tyre wrench. But what’s a crocodile
rage are sure to come
doing there?
close to the top of his list. So
The Most
A funny fireman helps the cheeky
here’s their chance to take a
Beautiful
duo to find their way around
peek in perfect safety without
Children’s Book
his fire station, where they get
getting their hands even the
in Hungary
slightest bit dirty!
to try out all kinds of intriguing
2013
machinery and hear some really
Marton’s inquisitive puppy, Mitzy, is
hair-raising stories.
always wandering off and his faithful
Their next adventure will take Marton and
master follows him everywhere he goes.
Their first adventure takes them behind the
Mitzy on an exciting tour of a building site!
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Cream Puff and Christmas Cookie
(Puszedli és Habcsók)

5+

“This book is dedicated to bringing
the five languages of love to
children and parents alike.”

“

Full illustrated children’s book
Author: Viktória Bosnyák
Illustrator: Renáta Rippl
Hardcover, 48 pages
Published: 2012 Winter

What is Christmas all about?

Christmas is about a beautifully
decorated Christmas tree, the wonderful
presents, and a table laden with all sorts of
goodies. Or could it be about caring, about
paying attention to others, and about love?
Cream Puff and his friends go on a long
journey before they find the answer with
the help of Christmas Cookie and a little
girl. And when they do, they hold a fantastic
Christmas celebration, even if it’s May.
The charming story of the popular writer
makes the five languages of love accessible
to children and parents alike.
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Wings and Hoofs
(Szárnyak és Paták)

“A children’s book that features
a child with diabetes
as one of its main characters”

“

5+

illustrated fiction for early readers
author: Petra Finy
illustrator: László Herbszt
hardback , 106 pages

The main character is a pega
saur by the name of Pego. A
pegasaur is a mixture of a centaur and a pegasus – half human and half
pegasus. Pego lives in a cloud city called
Equitania that floats on a fluffy, white island
in the sky. But one day, Pego who was so
sad not to able to fly, jump to the air from
Skyhigh Rise… He falls down from the city
but he’s lucky enough to land in a haystack
where he is found by Glenda, the blacksmith’s daughter.
Glenda has a brother called Glu who happens to be diabetic but is also a madkeen
inventor of all things that he cobbles together in his dad’s workshop.
Pego and Glenda’s meeting marks the beginning of their marvellous adventures as
they do all they can to transport the little
pegasaur back to Equitania.
The One Drop of Tenderness Foundation is
one of the largest non-profit organisations
working to prevent the spread of diabetes
in Hungary today. Founded back in 2005.
The One Drop of Tenderness Foundation
has decided to move forward on a super
new project to publish a children’s book that
features a child with diabetes as one of its
main characters

www.egycseppfigyelem.hu
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(POCAKMESE)

5+

“

Tummy Tale

We all know from the outside
what’s going on inside.
But from the inside?
Nine months is a long time to wait for a
mummy.
It would be too boring to bear without sec
ret adventures in there and a really good
friend to count down with.
And while the young resident in Tummy Tale
dreams of how great it will be on the outside, you can recall how great it was on the
inside.

“Tummy Tales is a super read for
anyone who has ever been born
and for everyone who is waiting
for their own new arrival.”
Illustrated storybook
Author: Attila Szabó
Illustrator: Krisztina Maros
Published: 2012 Autumn
Hardcover, 64 Pages
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Cinnamon Grove

“

(fahéjas kert)

6+

illustrated fiction for early readers
author: Zoltán Sopotnik
illustrator: Mónika Egri
hardback , 106 pages

Have you ever been to Cinnamon
Grove? You don’t think you have?
But everyone’s been there!
Because Cinnamon Grove is where all child
ren’s wildest ideas come to life: where a
castle stands on a rock that’s always on
the move, where friends help transform fear
into a pair of goalkeeper’s gloves, and where
Gramps and Baron Lazypants create won
derful tales designed with only children in
mind. Here cards come to life, butterfly beings fly away, and a tap takes the shape of
a real lion’s head...
Bart and Sarah pay a visit to Cinnamon
Grove nearly every day, where they meet
a crazy collection of marvellous creatures.
Why not join them on their next trip?

When a tale comes true…
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The Love Thieves
(A szeretettolvajok)

7+
Have you ever seen a flying motorist? Have
you ever seen a cat suddenly
disappearing
72
through a secret trapdoor, and then all the
cats in town gradually turning into thin air?
Have you ever been given a black motorcycle doll, a key ring, or penholder? If not,
consider yourself lucky!
A little boy who lives in Crammedfull Street
believed in the existence of flying motorists,
and though his parents just laughed at him,
they suddenly appeared everywhere – in
homes, shops, and offices. But don’t think
for a moment that they came in their real
shapes! They disguised themselves as toy
figures, and people who went crazy over
them didn’t notice that these toy figures
were depriving them of what was most
precious in their lives.
Szeretettolvajok.indd 72

Illustrated children’s novel
Author and illustrator: Zsuzsa Kalas
Hardcover,
152 pages
A szeretettolvajok
Published: 2012 Winter

2012.11.19. 10:42:03

“The only witnesses to the mystery
are a brave young earthworm,
a kitten and a boy. But will their
determination suffice to save the
city? That is the question.”
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A door to Othertown

“

(átjáró másvárosba)

8+

children’s fiction
author: Andrea Magyari
illustrator: Ilka Mészely
hardback, 128 pages
size: 160 x 203 mm
published: Autumn 2013

“The Hungarian The Neverending Story…
What happens when nothing happens?!”

Messenger arrives from other
world, to ask for help from Kaz
mer, the nine-years-old boy.
Messenger lives in Othertown, where nothing
has happened for while now. What happens
when nothing happens?
Kazmer and his best friend, Kamilla, soon
convince us that such a world is not only
boring, but also incredibly scary. Crayon the girl painter, Albert Onestone - the professor, and Nino Pio - the musician are all
taken ill with a peculiar sickness that soon
makes an appearance back in Kazmer’s
world. The clues lead to Scribius - the
writer. Kazmer and Kamilla soon find themselves in danger. Will they manage to stop
the Nothing that threatens to take over
both worlds? And will the pair of them ever
get back to Othertown?
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Luke Ness (Jacques Léman/Alessandro Delgarda)
(Rév Fülöp)

8+

Maradt a fal, amin feltétlenül átjárást kellett keresniük.

Folytatták hát útjukat a kerítés mentén, és jobb híján
Luke
a kőbe faragottNess
alakokat nézték,TRILOGY
hátha szolgálnak valami útmutatással. A visszataszító lények azonban semmi

NEXT
VOLUME
ISegyCOMMING
jóval nem
kecsegtettek. Elsőnek
háromfejű sárkányt
szemlélhettek meg, három szájából három lángnyelv tört
incsapatnak
2013
SPRING!
elő, s a kis
azon nyomban
melege lett. Azután
egy tátott szájú, egyszemű óriás következett, amelynek
kinyúló karját gondosan elkerülték. A következő figura
kampós orrú, rút boszorkányt mintázott, ujjain hegyes
karmokkal. Ezután mindenféle cifra szörnyetegek jöttek, macskafejű vadkanok, ezerfogú farkasok, vízilófejű
asszonyságok, zsiráfnyakú harcosok, denevérszárnyú sasok, korbácsnyelvű kígyók, pikkelyes táltos lovak, lángoló
sörényű oroszlánok, mind-mind kőbe vésve a véget nem
171

Illustrated youth novel
Author: Zoltán Jeney
Illustrator: Artúr Haránt
256 pages, hardcover
Published: 2012 Summer
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“

Luke Ness (Jacques Léman/
Alessandro Delgarda), a tenyear-old boy, is living happy and
carefree by the Great Lake when one day,
the king’s daughter shows up and takes him
along to her father’s palace. It turns out
that the king is ill, and only a flower that
blooms in a distant corner of his realm can
cure him. But the flower, alas, will bloom
only in the presence of the most valiant
knight. Since there’s no way of knowing who
is the most valiant knight among the king’s
subjects, all the young men who might conceivably be the bravest are sent in pursuit
of the flower. Luke (Jacques/Alessandro) is
also sent away, but the Chief Soothsayer
gives him a short poem to take with him.
Luckily, Luke (Jacques/Alessandro) doesn’t
have to set off on his own, because a knight
takes him on as his arms carrier.

“A very funny story full of
adventure, based on the universal
motifs of Celtic knightly legends”

Luke’s (Jacques/Alessandro) adventurous
journey takes him to many curious places
and lands, such as Off-Base Castle, where
everyone seems to be just a bit odd, the
Great Lake in the middle of the realm,
where pirates keep the boats in fear, the
Spellbound Forest, where strange enchantments are everywhere, and the Boogie Bog,
which swallows up all the travelers that
pass that way.
Naturally, Luke (Jacques/Alessandro) and
his two companions find the flower in the
end, but not in the way we’d expect!
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Fairywitch trilogy
(tündérboszorkány)

10+

youth fiction
author: Viktória Bosnyák
series: Fairywitch
length: 130 pages
format: hardback, A5

“Viktória Bosnyák draws young
readers deeper and deeper into her
enchanting tales with a lightness of
touch and lyricism that is impossible
not to love. Fairywitch is one of the
most entertaining books I have ever
read.” – Elisabetta Gnone, creator
of W.I.T.C.H. and author of the Fairy
Oak trilogy.
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“

We follow the kids of Plank Street
Primary on a series of magical
adventures as they encounter
a grumpy school librarian, who becomes
mysteriously younger; the wicked witch Illiteralla, who is determined to deter all those
keen to read; and a fearsome PE teacher
known to all as Mr Sports Shorts. Twins
Sarah and Dora join forces with their bookfiend friend Ted as they make their hapless way through a long list of mix-ups and
mystery.
Volumes:
Fairywitch (winter 2013)
Just Forget It, Mr Sports Shorts!
(spring 2014)
Illiterella Strikes Back!
(summer 2014)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

!
S TS E L
LE R ERIES
O U R BE
S

Viktória Bosnyák is not only an accomplished children’s author but also a recognised translator, who has brought numerous English and German works so much
closer to young Hungarian readers. Her
comical prose and imaginative tales have
become instant favourites with kids, teachers and librarians from all corners of the
country.
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The Books of Knowledge 1-4.
(A Tudás könyvei 1-4)

10+
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Volumes:
The Secret of the Black Stone (2012 spring)
The Secret of the Labyrinth (2012 summer)
The Secret of the Temple (2012 autumn)
The Secret of the Cave (coming 2013 spring)
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“

It’s an unusually warm day in
and Australia and meet cannibals in Papua
March when a string of strange
New Guinea. They go back to ancient Egypt,
events begin at school:
Chartres in the Middle Ages, Hungary
at the time of the Turkish occupaa canister blows up in chemistry
“An
tion, Greece at the height of its
class and the children all float
adventurous
empire and to South America.
up to the ceiling; they start to
story
mixes
reality
They are faced with puzzles
speak in an ancient tongue;
and fantasy and
to solve and jobs to do wherrivers change places on the
packs in lots of
map... And the consequences
ever they go in order to get
are really quite shocking: more
their hands on the books. They
fascinating
and more children start to forhave to make paper the tradifacts.”
get all that they ever learned and
tional way, create a stained glass
it only takes a month before half the
window for the cathedral, make wine
kids in the country look set to fail their year.
and find their way through the labyrinth of
It’s as if a mysterious force is trying to suck
Amenemhat III.
knowledge from their heads.
The author also puts her characters in chalFour teenage kids set out to investigate.
lenging situations where they are forced to
They find a piece of a peculiar mineral in
decide in the best interest of friendship,
the geography room that they discover
trust and determination but meet plenty
to be called obsidian and with the help of
of humour in the process.
the shiny stone they set out on a journey
through time and space to save the Books
of Knowledge. They have been hidden on
General knowledge
the five continents to serve the evil will
adventure stories
of the master known to all as the Mighty
Author: Gabriella Vidra
Cruck. This mysterious creature is the one
320–340
pages, softcover
responsible for stealing knowledge from
Published: 2012-2013
the children and collecting it in books so
that he can use them to take over the entire world.
The story mixes reality with adventure and
fantasy and packs in lots of fascinating
facts along the way with all kinds of interesting information about the nations of the
world, their cultures, geography and history. The children travel to ancient China

